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Dinosaur Roar
Meet Dinosaur Whizz the Coelophysis, speediest of the
dinosaurs, in this brilliant rhyming story, part of the collectable
The World of Dinosaur Roar! series, in association with the
Natural History Museum. The quick-moving, quick-thinking
Coelophysis, Dinosaur Whizz is the speediest of the
dinosaurs. She loves to run and just can't stand still, much to
the annoyance of the other dinosaurs. But when the mean
Spinosaurus, Dinosaur Snap, tries to catch Whizz, she finds
her quick running can be very useful indeed! With a fantastic
rhyming text written by series creator, Peter Curtis, and awardwinning author, Jeanne Willis, Dinosaur Whizz! the
Coelophysis is perfect for preschool children. Inspired by the
classic picture book, Dinosaur Roar! by Paul Stickland and
Henrietta Stickland, this colourful series introduces a cast of
authentic dinosaur characters to very young children and is
approved by Dr Paul Barrett of the Department of Earth
Sciences at the Natural History Museum in London. Each
book also contains a pronunciation guide as well as a spread
of simple dinosaur facts, making this the perfect gift for young
dinosaur fans! Discover more stories featuring these fun
dinosaur characters: Dinosaur Roar! the Tyrannosaurus rex,
Dinosaur Flap! the Oviraptor, Dinosaur Snap! the
Spinosaurus, Dinosaur Whack! the Stegosaurus . . . and
more!
Baby Triceratops is tired so he settles down to go to sleep...
but something is keeping him awake! Children will love to
press the buttons to hear all the noises the dinosaurs make.
Chomp into this board book about dinosaurs by Caldecott
Honor-winning artist Steve Jenkins. Vibrant cut-paper collage
art paired with bold action verbs, interactive lift-the-flaps, and
nonfiction facts make this a fun book to share with every little
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paleontologist. Roar!
The classic dinosaur title in an exciting format, with a sound
button to press so the dinosaur can roar along with the story.
Dinosaur Roar! the iconic and bestselling book by Henrietta
and Paul Stickland, first published in 1994, is now considered
to be a modern classic that should be in every preschool
child's library. The rhyming text and eye-catching illustrations
are a wonderful way to introduce dinosaurs to even the
smallest children. Every dinosaur is accurately depicted and
the book carries the endorsement of the Palaeontology
Department at the Natural History Museum.
Illustrations and rhyming text present all kinds of dinosaurs,
including ones that are sweet, grumpy, spiky, or lumpy.
Can dinosaurs be brought back to life? Could Spinosaurus
win in a fight with T. Rex? Explore the intriguing answers to
more than 200 questions about dinosaurs in DK's newest
dinosaur encyclopedia for kids. This children's book, ideal for
ages 6-8, will help inquisitive minds find out the answers to all
the dinosaur questions they may have, and some they hadn't
thought of! Were dinosaurs bad parents? Did they have
feathers? Covering amazing ancient creatures, fantastic
fossils, and the positively perplexing prehistoric world, Does a
Dinosaur Roar? helps children get to grips with the gigantic
topic that is dinosaurs. Bursting with up-to-date facts and
discoveries, this visually stunning book is something that
every young dinosaur enthusiast and fossil hunter will want to
own. Get your children learning with this amazing dinosaur
book, which is packed with fantastic facts for curious minds.
DINOSAURS & THE PREHISTORIC WORLD. "ONE big
dinosaur standing all alone ... TWO hungry dinosaurs biting
on some bones." Kids can really count on these delightful
dinosaurs! The adorable characters from Paul Stickland's
best-selling "Dinosaur Roar!"--Squeak, Fierce, Meek, Tiny,
Slimy, Spiky, and Lumpy--are perennial favorites with the
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preschool set, and they're here to teach numbers from ONE
to TEN. These irresistible creatures will skip, run, sing, and
play their way into kids' hearts. Ages 0+

Discover the different types of dinosaurs that once
roamed the Earth in this simplistic and vibrantly
illustrated board book perfect for young nonfiction
readers. A long, long time ago, dinosaurs roamed the
earth. Some were big, and some were little. Some were
fast, and some were slow. Some lived alone, and some
lived together. They are gone now, but you can still see
their bones at museums all around the world. Simple text
and bold, vibrant illustrations take young explorers on a
tour through the time of the dinosaurs. Don't Miss More
from Michael Paul in Chomp: A Shark Romp!
Meet Dinosaur Snap, the scary Spinosaurus, in this
brilliant rhyming story, part of the collectable The World
of Dinosaur Roar! series, in association with the Natural
History Museum. Dinosaur Snap is a big, bad, bossy
giant. But, after trying to creep up on Dinosaur Whack,
trying to terrify Dinosaur Flap and trying to eat little
Dinosaur Squeak, Snap realizes that he can't use his
spiky scariness to bully and bother the other dinosaurs,
not when Dinosaur Roar is king. With a fantastic rhyming
text written by series creator, Peter Curtis, and awardwinning author, Jeanne Willis, Dinosaur Snap! The
Spinosaurus is perfect for preschool children. Inspired by
the classic picture book, Dinosaur Roar! by Paul
Stickland and Henrietta Stickland, this colourful series
introduces a cast of authentic dinosaur characters to
very young children and is approved by Dr Paul Barrett
of the Department of Earth Sciences at the Natural
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History Museum in London. Each book also contains a
pronunciation guide as well as a spread of simple
dinosaur facts, making this the perfect gift for young
dinosaur fans! Discover more stories featuring these fun
dinosaur characters: Dinosaur Roar! The Tyrannosaurus
rex, Dinosaur Stomp! The Triceratops, Dinosaur Munch!
The Diplodocus, Dinosaur Flap! The Oviraptor . . . and
more!
Illustrations and rhyming text present all kinds of
dinosaurs, including ones that are sweet, grumpy, spiky,
or lumpy
Note: Noisy books are light activated; please make sure
the lighting is sufficient for this book. Roar! Roar! Baby
Dinosaur is the best noisy dinosaur book ever. Toddlers
will love hearing dinosaur sounds as they lift flaps during
their dinosaur adventure, from the cracking sound of
eggs hatching to the stomp, stomp of the daddy T. rex.
Meet baby Triceratops, baby Saltasaurus, and more in
Roar! Roar! Baby Dinosaur! The sturdy picture book
features a rhyming dinosaur story that is perfect for
reading aloud together, and it combines early learning
with play. Lift the flaps to see adorable baby dinosaurs
and follow the word labels to learn how to pronounce
dinosaur names. Roar! Roar! Baby Dinosaur is filled with
noisy fun.
Presents the author's second collection of poems about
dinosaurs, that includes details about the eating habits,
locomotion, and habitats of such creatures as
Stegosaurus, Ankylosaurus, Hadrosaur, and
Deinosuchus.
"Dinosaur sweet, dinosaur grumpy. Dinosaur spiky and
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dinosaur lumpy." Dinosaurs of every size shape, colour
and personality thunder through the pages of this funfilled book of opposites. Whether short or long, ferocious
or friendly, there's a dinosaur here to captivate everyone.
The infectious rhythm of the bold rhyming text will have
every child ROARING for more.
The huge Diplodocus, called Dinosaur Munch, had a
tummy that never felt full after lunch. Dinosaur Munch is
always hungry – he wants more and more and more –
but will his huge appetite get him into trouble? The
wonderful rhyming text written by award-winning author
Jeanne Willis, introduces Dinosaur Munch and various
other dinosaur characters in a story suitable for the very
youngest children. Very funny, and great to read aloud,
Dinosaur Munch! The Diplodocus has been approved by
Dr Paul Barrett of the Department of Earth Sciences at
the Natural History Museum in London, and the book
contains a spread of simple dinosaur facts and a
pronunciation guide. This book is part of The World of
Dinosaur Roar! series, a collectable series of preschool
books created by Peter Curtis and produced in
association with the Natural History Museum in London.
Inspired by the classic picture book, Dinosaur Roar! by
Paul Stickland and Henrietta Stickland, this colourful
series introduces a range of authentic dinosaur
characters to very young children.
"A wonderfully entertaining reminder to young readers that
science is ever evolving and that there's always more to
learn."-Booklist Join T. Rex and his friend the paleontologist
for this fun, silly story about how what we think we know
about dinosaurs may not always stay true... Rex, a cute
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Tyrannosaurus Rex with a big imagination and even bigger
attitude, meets a friendly paleontologist and soon discovers
the latest scientific findings ... like dinosaurs can't roar!
Hilarity ensues as the paleontologist helps Rex and his
dinosaur friends come to terms with today's science. In this
unique and fun dinosaur story, common myths are dispelled
with real facts in humorous rhymes and changing art.
Dinosaurs, dinosaurs, romp, chomp, and roar! But what if we
learned there was so much more? From their skin to their
size, and their stomps to and fro, We should probably
question all that we know!
Meet Dinosaur Whack, the clumsy Stegosaurus, in this
brilliant rhyming story, part of the collectable The World of
Dinosaur Roar! series, in association with the Natural History
Museum. Dinosaur Whack is the clumsiest dinosaur around.
She doesn't mean to cause trouble, but she just can't control
her long, spiky tail. After accidentally knocking over Dinosaur
Chew and bumping Dinosaur Boo, poor Whack finds herself
all alone. But can she find a use for her wayward tail and win
back her friends? With a fantastic rhyming text written by
series creator, Peter Curtis, and award-winning author,
Jeanne Willis, Dinosaur Whack! the Stegosaurus is perfect for
preschool children. Inspired by the classic picture book,
Dinosaur Roar! by Paul Stickland and Henrietta Stickland, this
colourful series introduces a cast of authentic dinosaur
characters to very young children and is approved by Dr Paul
Barrett of the Department of Earth Sciences at the Natural
History Museum in London. Each book also contains a
pronunciation guide as well as a spread of simple dinosaur
facts, making this the perfect gift for young dinosaur fans!
Discover more stories featuring these fun dinosaur
characters: Dinosaur Boo! the Deinonychus, Dinosaur Roar!
the Tyrannosaurus rex, Dinosaur Stomp! the Triceratops,
Dinosaur Whizz! the Coelophysis . . . and more!
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Harry thinks he's too old for his bucketful of dinosaurs but
they have other ideas. He looked after them when he was
little and now they're determined to stick by him . . . for life.
And Harry is not the only one who's got a lot bigger! When a
mysterious set of plastic dinosaur cards appear on his keyring, Harry soon finds that he can call on an army of Back-Up
Dinosaurs. It only takes a rub with his finger to call up some
MONSTER-sized muscle! When Harry hears that Mr Oakley
has been robbed by a nasty crook, he hopes that he and his
friends - Jack, Charlie and Siri - can solve the crime. And
after a night-time visit from a grateful Spinosaurus, Harry
discovers that he now has a whole pocketful of back-up . . .
Ready, set, go! It's time for a race with some noisy dinosaurs!
Roar! Honk! The noisy world of dinosaurs is brought to life in
Roar! Roar! Dinosaur. Join dinosaur favorites as they race in
this fun, rhyming story. This book includes five squishy
silicone dinosaur heads that make noise when pressed.
Children will love the adorable illustrations and pressing the
squishy heads in this noisy dinosaur book!
Derived from the bestselling modern classic, Dinosaur Roar!,
this sticker book contains lots of simple activities, colouring
games and puzzles. Produced in association with the Natural
History Museum Department of Earth Sciences, My First
Dinosaur Roar! Sticker Book is packed with approved and
verified fascinating dinosaur facts.With over 250 stickers and
lots of activities My First Dinosaur Roar! Sticker Book will
provide hours of fun for the very youngest dinosaur
enthusiasts!
Meet Dinosaur Flap, the nervous Oviraptor, in this brilliant
rhyming story, part of the collectable The World of Dinosaur
Roar! series, in association with the Natural History Museum.
Poor Dinosaur Flap just can't settle down for a nap – she's
always worrying about protecting her eggs. But with a little
help from a friend, will she ever be able to relax? With a
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fantastic rhyming text written by series creator, Peter Curtis,
and award-winning author, Jeanne Willis, Dinosaur Flap! The
Oviraptor is perfect for preschool children. Inspired by the
classic picture book, Dinosaur Roar! by Paul Stickland and
Henrietta Stickland, this colourful series introduces a cast of
authentic dinosaur characters to very young children and is
approved by Dr Paul Barrett of the Department of Earth
Sciences at the Natural History Museum in London. Each
book also contains a pronunciation guide as well as a spread
of simple dinosaur facts, making this the perfect gift for young
dinosaur fans! Discover more stories featuring these fun
dinosaur characters: Dinosaur Roar! The Tyrannosaurus rex,
Dinosaur Stomp! The Triceratops, Dinosaur Munch! The
Diplodocus, Dinosaur Snap! The Spinosaurus . . . and more!
Ten terrible dinosaurs standing in a line, soon began to mess
about until there were . . . nine. This lively counting book stars
the same colourful dinosaurs as in the classic picture book
Dinosaur Roar! The bouncy rhyming text encourages children
to join in, helping them to learn their numbers as they count
down from ten to one, ending with a wonderful loud ROAR!

Crash! Stomp! Roar! Come take a journey and listen
to the dinosaurs! Meet prehistoric creatures on land,
in the air, and under the sea and learn fun and
ferocious facts on every page. Did you know that the
Pteranodon could have a wingspan of more than 20
feet! Swoosh! Swoosh! Explore these incredible
creatures and press the buttons to hear the
Velociraptor, Wolly Mammoth T-Rex and more with
their loud, thrilling sounds. This dinosaur book will
keep your toddler entertained for hours! * CRASH!
STOMP! ROAR! 10 wild dinosaur sounds and their
exciting roars! * BringPage
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along by pressing the sounds corresponding to each
page * Vivid illustrations and shaped cutouts of
dinosaurs to turn the page * Following along and
pushing the corresponding buttons teaches supports
matching and fine motor skills * Toddlers will love
exploring and reading this book over and over again!
Stomp through the swamp with the big, bright
dinosaurs in this colorful book with dino-shaped
pages and a fantastic roaring sound. -- Back cover.
Meet the naughty Dinosaur Boo, in this brilliant
rhyming story about a Deinonychus, part of the
collectable The World of Dinosaur Roar! series.
Dinosaur Boo loves nothing more than playing tricks
on the other dinosaurs, but he had better look out as
he might just be in for a surprise of his own . . . With
a fantastic rhyming text written by series creator,
Peter Curtis, and award-winning author, Jeanne
Willis, Dinosaur Boo! The Deinonychus is great to
read aloud and perfect for preschool children.
Inspired by the classic picture book, Dinosaur Roar!
by Paul Stickland and Henrietta Stickland, this
colourful series introduces a cast of authentic
dinosaur characters to very young children and is
approved by Dr Paul Barrett of the Department of
Earth Sciences at the Natural History Museum in
London. Each book also contains a pronunciation
guide as well as a spread of simple dinosaur facts,
making this the perfect gift for young dinosaur fans!
Also available: Dinosaur Roar! The Tyrannosaurus
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rex, Dinosaur Munch! The Diplodocus, Dinosaur
Stomp! The Triceratops . . . and more!
Kids will have hours of fun with this coloring and
activity book bursting with dynamic dinosaurs—and
more than fifty full-color stickers! Dinosaurs Stomp &
Roar! Coloring and Activity Book is packed with
pages of dinosaurs to color and dinosaur-themed
activities to complete. From Tyrannosaurus rex to
Stegosaurus to Ankylosaurus, and more, all the bestknown dinosaurs are here! There’s tons of coloring
and activity fun, and even some fantastic facts. Plus,
more than fifty full-color dinosaur stickers are
included!
What are as light as a feather and as old as the
dinosaurs? Butterflies! With a lively text and vibrant
paper-collage illustrations, award-winning author
Bob Barner brings us a wonderful look at the
amazing history of butterflies, and how their lives
intersected with the dinosaurs millions of years ago.
Readers will be fascinated to discover that when
they stop to admire a beautiful butterfly, a dinosaur
may have once done the same! This gorgeous,
rollicking, informative book is sure to become a
favorite of budding scientists everywhere.
The king of the dinosaurs, Dinosaur Roar, had a roar
that no creature could ever ignore. The wonderful
rhyming text written by award-winning author Jeanne
Willis, introduces Dinosaur Roar and various other
dinosaur characters in a story suitable for the very
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youngest children. Very funny, and great to read
aloud, Dinosaur Roar! The Tyrannosaurus rex has
been approved by Dr Paul Barrett of the Department
of Earth Sciences at the Natural History Museum in
London, and the book contains a spread of simple
dinosaur facts and a pronunciation guide. This is the
first book in The World of Dinosaur Roar! series, a
collectable series of preschool books created by
Peter Curtis and produced in association with the
Natural History Museum in London. Inspired by the
classic picture book, Dinosaur Roar! by Paul
Stickland and Henrietta Stickland, this colourful
series introduces a range of authentic dinosaur
characters to very young children.
A brand new edition of this best-selling classic
picture book, produced from re-scanned original
artwork, and now endorsed by the world famous
Natural History Museum. The cheerful rhyming text
is perfect for reading aloud and the images of the
dinosaurs are charming and funny. Originally
published in 1994, Dinosaur Roar! by Henrietta and
Paul Stickland is now seen as a modern classic, a
book that every preschool child will love.
Press the buttons to hear the dinosaurs roar! The
prehistoric world of dinosaurs comes to life in Discovery:
Roar with the Dinosaurs! This book features 39 pushbutton sounds. While reading the text, children can note
the icons in the text and then press the corresponding
sound button to bring the dinosaur scenes to life. Hear
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the mighty T.rex roar across the jungle, a distant volcano
erupt, or a hungry Triceratops munch on some plants in
this hands-on book perfect for dinosaur enthusiasts.
Meet Dinosaur Stomp!, a grumpy Triceratops, in this
brilliant rhyming story, part of the collectable The World
of Dinosaur Roar! series. Dinosaur Stomp doesn’t want
to play with the other dinosaurs, all he wants is to be left
alone, but sometimes even a grumpy Triceratops needs
a friend . . . With a fantastic rhyming text written by
series creator, Peter Curtis, and award-winning author,
Jeanne Willis, Dinosaur Stomp! The Triceratops is
perfect for preschool children. Inspired by the classic
picture book, Dinosaur Roar! by Paul Stickland and
Henrietta Stickland, this colourful series introduces a
cast of authentic dinosaur characters to very young
children and is approved by Dr Paul Barrett of the
Department of Earth Sciences at the Natural History
Museum in London. Each book also contains a
pronunciation guide as well as a spread of simple
dinosaur facts, making this the perfect gift for young
dinosaur fans! Also available: Dinosaur Boo! The
Deinonychus, Dinosaur Roar! The Tyrannosaurus rex,
Dinosaur Munch! The Diplodocus . . . and more!
New edition of this modern classic, in a format suitable
for the very youngest dinosaur fans. Never before
published as a buggy buddy this is a great addition to the
Dinosaur Roar! range of titles. With rhyming text
introducing opposites and bright, funny and lively
illustrations, this is an essential book for all small
children.
An interactive first introduction to dinosaurs that will have
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little ones ROARING with excitement! Discover a first
introduction to DINOSAURS, in this super sturdy, chunky
board book with sliding tabs. Little ones will delight at the
innovative tabs that make the dinosaurs move and dance
on every spread, from the swoop of the pterodactyl's batlike wings to the swish of a diplodocus's long tail.
Combining simple dinosaur vocabulary with colorful
illustrations, direct action words, and captivating novelty,
this board book is sure to delight and excite as it
withstands reading again and again.
A celebratory edition of this classic book, now twenty-five
years old and never out of print. Produced from rescanned original artwork, and endorsed by the Natural
History Museum, this rollicking rhyming text is a joy to
read aloud, and the charming images will appeal to the
very youngest dinosaur fans. Originally published in
1994, Dinosaur Roar! by Henrietta and Paul Stickland is
now seen as a modern classic, a book that every
preschool child will love.Also included, a pull-out poster
in the back of the book showing the dinosaur
characters.The book carries the endorsement of the
Palaeontology Department at the Natural History
Museum.
A laugh-out-loud funny picture book, starring the small
but mighty Mouse! Mouse might be teeny-tiny-titchywitchy, but she's determined to show the other animals
that anyone can roar like a dinosaur. With the help of her
trusty "How to Roar Like a Dinosaur" book, Mouse gets
to work getting her dino-roar back, much to the
bemusement of the chattering meerkat, the grunting
warthog and the ruk-ruking chameleon . . . But what's
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that coming up behind them, with a really loud ROAR?!
The follow-up to the hilarious I am a Tiger and I am not
an Elephant, written by Karl Newson and illustrated by
Amnesty CILIP Award winning artist, Ross Collins.
Stomp through the swamp with the big, bright dinosaurs.
This vibrant book illustrated by Jack Tickle features
dinosaur-shaped pages and a fantastic roaring sound.
Watch out for the scariest dinosaur of them all!
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